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ABSTRACT

Understanding team communication and collaboration patterns is critical for improving work efficiency in organizations.
This paper presents an interactive visualization system, T-Cal,
that supports the analysis of conversation data from modern
team messaging platforms (e.g., Slack). T-Cal employs a
user-familiar visual interface, a calendar, to enable seamless
multi-scale browsing of data from different perspectives.
T-Cal also incorporates a number of analytical techniques for
disentangling interleaving conversations, extracting keywords,
and estimating sentiment. The design of T-Cal is based on
an iterative user-centered design process including interview
studies, requirements gathering, initial prototypes demonstration, and evaluation with domain users. The resulting two case
studies indicate the effectiveness and usefulness of T-Cal in
real-world applications, including daily conversations within
an industry research lab and student group chats in a MOOC.
ACM Classification Keywords

H.5.2. Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g. HCI):
User Interfaces
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INTRODUCTION

Team messaging platforms (e.g., Slack [3] and Microsoft
Teams [1]) are becoming increasingly popular in organizations
as a means of team communication. These platforms are
designed with similar features including public and private
channels, direct messaging, instant chats, etc. Analyzing
data generated by such platforms (e.g., conversation logs) is
critical to understanding team communicative and coordinative
practices. It can provide insights to learn how the successful
team operation is constituted [6], and allow for gleaning
relational links among team members which are significant to
the effectiveness of information exchange [49].
However, the analysis of team conversation data is nontrivial
due to two main reasons. First, the growing volume of
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such data and its heterogeneous nature (e.g., containing
textual, temporal, and team member information) hinder
users from grasping meaningful and critical patterns due
to information overload. Second, multiple topical points
may appear simultaneously during team communication, and
individual conversational threads often interleave, making it
challenging for users to follow and digest the content.
Visualization has been proven effective in exploring conversations in an intuitive and interactive manner, especially in
the context of threaded conversation data where coherent
posts are bundled up in one place (e.g., emails). Some work
aims at presenting the structure of a thread to help users
understand both structural and temporal patterns of threads [29,
23], and others employ analytical techniques to facilitate the
investigation of topics and sentiment of threads [20, 26, 30].
Although powerful in their applications, these approaches are
not adaptable to the team messaging platforms where conversational threads are interleaving. Visualization techniques
targeted at non-threaded conversation data are under-exploited.
As far as we know, some research has only been done in
providing visual feedback of real-time chatting [9, 17, 31]
and understanding transcribed spoken conversations [20, 21].
Little attention has been paid to sufficiently address the
challenges in analyzing team collaboration or communication.
To fill the gap, in this paper we present a design study
to explore interactive visualizations for investigating team
conversation data. Our primary contribution is the design and
implementation of T-Cal, a visual analytics system assisting
users with the discovery of patterns in team communication
and activities. T-Cal borrows a user-familiar interface, that
is, a calendar, that allows users to explore massive message
logs at different time scales, such as year, month, week,
and day. We further employ advanced analytical methods
to disentangle interleaving conversations into different threads,
and summarize their content from different aspects. For
example, we extract keywords from each thread, and infer
sentiment for each message. We also contribute a novel
visual design, ThreadPulse, inspired by electrocardiograms to
visualize conversational threads. The design is able to illustrate
both overall activity trends and detailed information of threads
(e.g., keywords and authors of each message). Further, it is
scalable and can display relatively long and intensive threads.
We situated our design study with conversation data from
Slack channels [3], but we believe that the T-Cal design and
our results are generalizable to other conversation datasets
and team messaging platforms (e.g., Microsoft Teams [1])

because their system functions, forms of data, and use-cases
are very similar. We followed an iterative user-centered design
process and involved users of different backgrounds such as
team managers, human resource specialists, and knowledge
workers. Two in-depth case studies demonstrate the effectiveness of T-Cal with real-world datasets and applications,
including conversation logs within an industry research lab
and communication of student groups in a MOOC.
RELATED WORK

Our work is related to visual analytics techniques for threaded
and non-threaded conversation data, and more generally,
temporal text corpora.
Visualization of Threaded Conversation data

The word threaded refers to the bundling up of a specific message and its replies in one place. Threaded conversation data
stores reply relationships explicitly. Such data is commonly
seen in communication platforms such as forum discussions,
email messages, and blog posts.
Visualization of threaded conversations has received considerable attention over the past few years. Various approaches
have been proposed to visualize the complex hierarchical
replying structures, as seen in Conversation Thumbnail [50],
TreeTable [35], tldr [34] and Content-centered Discussion
Map [55]. Some other works [29, 44] aim to demonstrate both
the hierarchical structure of threads and the temporal information of each entity. Recently, Thread River incorporates
visual aggregation and focus+context techniques to extend the
scalability of Thread Arcs [23]. However, the aforementioned
approaches do not focus on depicting the general distribution
of conversations and details of each message at the same time,
which is supported by ThreadPulse.
Many works employ text mining techniques to distill insightful
patterns from thread content. For example, ForumReader [16]
and Themail [45] integrate content-parsing algorithms into the
exploration of flash forum and email archives, respectively.
ForAVis [48] employs sentiment analysis in the search and
exploration tasks. Moreover, Convis [25] and MultiConVis [26] combine both sentiment analysis and topic extraction
techniques to support the multi-faceted exploration of blog
conversations. To meet specific tasks faced by online health
communities, VisOHC [30] captures hidden dimensions of
threads. Unlike the above approaches, T-Cal first borrows
an advanced natural language processing technique [22] to
disentangle interleaving conversations. Then, it employs
sentiment analysis and keyword extraction techniques to
analysis conversational threads from different aspects.
Another research direction is to understand social interactions
in conversations. Some work utilizes a radial tree layout
to explore user interactions and subgroup formulation in
forums [27, 36]. Conversation Map [40] employs a node-link
diagram to present social connections in the context of very
large-scale conversations in email messages. Perer et al. [37]
showed rhythms of relationships using line charts. Revealing
interaction and collaboration patterns among team members
is one focus of T-Cal. More importantly, our study also

targets understanding general trends of discussions as well
as analytics and summarization of individual threads.
Visualization of Non-threaded Conversation data

In contrast to messages organized in threads, non-threaded
conversation data does not have explicit reply relationships.
All the messages are usually presented and organized sequentially by their timestamps. Example corpus is transcribed
spoken conversations, data in instant chatting clients, and
messages in team messaging platforms.
Visualization techniques applied to non-threaded conversations are under-exploited in the literature. Several chat-based
systems are designed to show visual feedback on the content
of conversations, for example, Conversation Clusters [9],
Chat Circles [17], and GroupMeter [31], which encourages
social interaction and expressive communication. In a specific
application, ArgVis [28] employs interactive graphs to reveal
structures of argumentation. Techniques have also been
developed to explore verbatim conversation transcripts. For
example, ConToVi [20] demonstrates the dynamics of a
conversation over time, and NEREx [21] helps discover the
relations of named-entity pairs.
However, the above techniques all target at specific applications or conversation data types. They are different from
analyzing conversation data on team messaging platforms
where the data is large in volume and lasts across a long time
span. T-Cal addresses these problems with a calendar-based
design to visualize communication patterns at various time
scales, including year, month, week, and day, each presenting
a different aspect of the conversation data.
Visualization of Temporal Text Data

Our work is also related to techniques for visualizing temporal text corpora. A major approach is based on a visual
river metaphor for showing temporal trends in textual data.
For example, one of the first systems is ThemeRiver [24].
Similarly, TIARA [51] and ParallelTopics [18] incorporate
the LDA algorithm [11] into the river-based design to reveal
temporal changes of topics. TextFlow [14] extends TIARA to
a more powerful visualization for analyzing topic evolution,
critical events, and keyword correlation. More advanced
analytics have been applied and integrated with the visual
river metaphor, for example, topic competition and collaboration [54, 43]. Some other works employ hierarchical
topic modeling to detect topics and reveal their evolution,
such as RoseRiver [15], HierarchicalTopics [19], and Liu
et al.’s system [32]. In addition to topics, some systems
focus on analyzing other aspects of temporal text data, such
as diffusion patterns [53], sentiment divergence [13] and
anomalous information [56].
The design of T-Cal has been inspired by many of the above
systems in presenting temporal patterns of textual data. However, most of the previous works do not address the interconnections among users, messages, and threads, which is essential in our scenario due to the nature of communication. In
T-Cal, the combination of information from the three aspects
is seamlessly presented with the multi-scale calendar-based
visualization and the novel design of ThreadPulse.

DESIGN PROCESS

We followed a typical iterative user-centered design process [33] to develop T-Cal. The entire process can be
categorized into three stages as described in the following.
In the first stage, we conducted a formal interview study to
understand existing problems and challenges in analyzing
conversation data from team messaging platforms, such as
Slack [3], Microsoft Teams [1], and Facebook Workplace [4].
From the study results, we derived a set of design requirements
to guide our development of T-Cal.
For the second stage, we designed and implemented T-Cal
in an iterative manner by involving end users. We chose to
use the conversation data generated by a research team using
Slack in an IT company. The iterative development process
involved several informal discussions with our users in the
team, and a poster session within the company that was open
to all employees. We refined our prototypes based on the
feedback obtained from the users and poster audience.
Lastly, we conducted two case studies to evaluate the effectiveness and usefulness of T-Cal, which will be described later.
One case study was related to analyzing team communication
patterns from the conversation data of the industry research
lab that we closely worked with during the second stage. The
other case study was the application of T-Cal for investigating
students’ behaviors based on Slack group chat logs in a MOOC.
The second case study serves an evaluation of T-Cal outside
of the application domain in which it was developed.
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS GATHERING

In this section, we describe the first stage of our iterative
user-center design process in detail.
Interview Study

In order to understand how people currently explore Slack (or
similar tools) and what challenges or opportunities to improve
the experience exist, we interviewed six individuals who were
frequent users of team messaging platforms. We recruited
individuals through reaching out to personal contacts and
from members of public online Slack groups or mailing lists.
As we were interested in understanding the experiences of
people from a wide range of job roles, our interview sample
consisted of three management or human resource (HR)
professionals who worked for a software company, financial
news website, and an architecture firm as well as three people
in the software industry, i.e., one data scientist, and two UX
designers. Comments from the interviewees contained some
common themes with regards to typical uses of the system and
needs therein. Interviews lasted approximately 30 minutes and
interviewees received a $15 gift card for their participation.
The interviews covered a variety of topics, starting with a
general question about how people use and explore Slack
conversations and why, for example, “What do you currently
explore Slack for?” We also focused on information seeking
behaviors including media search and archiving needs, and
management strategies for dealing with a large volume of
information. One example question was “Can you share any
recent examples of times when you have needed to go back and

find something?” Finally, through eliciting specific examples,
the interviews touched upon challenges or areas in which
Slack lacked functionalities that would be helpful to help
people complete their work. For example, we would like to
know how they keep up with conversations in Slack. The
interviewer took detailed notes during the interviews, which
were also recorded and referred back to later for analysis.
Design Requirements

Based on the interview results, we distilled the following
design requirements.
R1: Disentangle interleaving conversations. One common
issue that came up among both the manager/HR interviewees,
the data scientist, and designers was the desire to disentangle
interleaving conversational threads in channel discussions.
Although Slack had introduced a highly-requested feature,
i.e., threaded conversations, in January 2017 prior to the
interviews, we found that across all six interviewees, the
message threading was not being used. Reasons for this
including confusion about where replies to messages could
be found (in a separate pane), a feeling that starting a new
thread required extra “clicks” and was more burdensome
than just typing in the general message box, and a general
sense that it “displaces the chronological flow of chat.” Although participants found it hard to read through and tried
to interpret conversations quickly from the chronological
and one-size-fits-all chat window, as mentioned above, they
continued to glean information from the chat this way. Hence,
threading in its current state did not help to resolve the issue of
separating out different topics and conversations. As a result,
the disentanglement of interleaving conversations acts as an
entry point for users to explore and analyze conversation data.
R2: Summarize and analyze conversations from different
aspects. The three interviewees in higher level roles (manager,
HR professionals) had a similar, high-level task of needing to
get a sense of what conversational topics were being discussed
across the larger team or company as a whole. All three
were interested in some form of sentiment analysis that would
allow them to know what people were happy about, and
more importantly, what problems and issues were cropping
up. With the current design of Slack, they were doing this
informally. For example, the software manager would browse
channels manually to attempt to assess things like what people
liked or disliked about the tools they were using. Through
similar browsing behavior, the HR would like to know how the
business overall was doing, what people were excited about,
and what teams were communicating with each other.
R3: Reveal temporal patterns of team communication.
One HR professional also mentioned the desire to gain a better
understanding of temporal patterns of use among employees,
particularly because the team was geographically distributed.
She referred to the concept of “Slacklash” which was a
reaction against Slack’s tendency to send notifications at all
hours and keep people returning to check it after work hours.
She expressed a desire to see how late at night and early
in the morning people were working, and working states at
weekends, in order to make sure work-life balance issues were
not becoming problematic.
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Figure 1. Using T-Cal to explore conversation data generated by team messaging platforms (e.g., Slack). (a) A Control Panel provides configurations for
the entire system and entrances to view different datasets with different years and months. (b) A Content panel illustrates team conversational patterns
at different time scales, including year, month, and week views. Here, the week of August 21, 2016 is shown with conversational threads presented by a
novel visual design called ThreadPulse. (c) A Detail Panel allows users to browse raw messages of selected objects.

R4: Support advanced searching and filtering. Searching
and filtering are basic functionalities in data analysis. However,
there are challenges in finding information with Slack. For
example, one HR professional said, “You might not always
remember what a file was called. However, you have to do
your best to remember what it was called or else keep on
scrolling and scrolling.” Similarly, one UX designer reported
one tedious task in searching. That is, when they did not label
an image correctly and were looking for that image. Searching
information sent by a specific person and content might help
in these scenarios.
T-Cal SYSTEM

Guided by the aforementioned design requirements, we designed and developed T-Cal, a visual analytics system integrating a series of analytical methods with a multi-scale visual
interface for analyzing team conversation data generated by
Slack (Figure 1). In the following, we first provide an overview
of T-Cal, and then describe its visual interface in details.
T-Cal Overview

Inspired by Wijk and Selow’s work [52], we borrow a userfamiliar interface, i.e., calendar, to intuitively present conversation dataset at multiple time scales. Figure 2 shows an
overview of T-Cal architecture, indicating the relationships
between the front-end calendar-based visualization, and the
back-end data storage, processing, and analytics.
From the database storing the conversation data, the front-end
visualization initiates queries to retrieve the information of
users and messages within a certain timespan, which could
be a year, a month, or a week. The queries are specified by
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Figure 2. Overview of T-Cal architecture.

user interactions from the visualization. Based on the retrieved
users and messages, three analytical processes are performed,
including 1) a conversation disentangling method [46] to split
interleaving conversations into threads, 2) a keyword extraction algorithm called RAKE [39] to distill key information
for each thread, and 3) a sentiment analysis method [10] to
infer sentiment of each message. All the original data (i.e.,
users and messages) and the derived information (i.e., threads,
keywords, and sentiments) are provided to the visualization as
needed in views of different time scales (i.e., year, month, and
week views). Each view may request different information
(e.g., the year view only demands user and message data).
Particularly, the front-end T-Cal visual interface consists
of three panels (Figure 1): a) a Control Panel providing
configurations for the entire system (R4), b) a Content Panel
displaying the data at different levels of details (including year
(R3), month (R1, R2), and week views (R1, R2, R3), and c)
a Detail Panel showing the raw messages for users to examine
specific conversations. In the rest of this section, we describe
the detailed visual design of each view.

Figure 3. The Year View presents overall activities of one team in a year,
using heatmaps of two quantities: the volume of messages (in orange),
and the number of participating team members (in purple).

Summarizing Yearly Activities

The Year View (Figure 3) is aimed at presenting overall
activities of a team in one year (R3). Users are able to
switch between different years and teams with the Control
Panel. Akin to a normal calendar, the Year View consists
of the twelve months, using heatmaps to reflect daily team
activities. Based on a design in [5], we divide each day
cell along the diagonal into two triangles to encode two
important quantities: the volume of messages (in orange),
and the number of participating team members (in purple).
Color density is mapped to the value of these two quantities
(the darker the higher). For example, Figure 3 shows that
the team formed in April 2016 and had a lot of activities in
July and August as indicated by the darker purple and orange
color. Although this implementation involves the above two
quantities, other pairs of team activity indicators can be easily
integrated upon a user’s preference.
Exploring Monthly Aggregations

A user can easily dive into a month from the Year View in
the Content Panel (Figure 4). The Month View unfolds the
relationships among team members, messages, and conversational threads (R1, R2). It can be used to answer analytical
questions such as “How many threads were there every day,”
“Who were the most active members of the team,” and “Which
team members were frequently talking together?”
In this view, team members are presented as circles with
the color indicating user identity and the size indicating the
number of messages created by them. Team members involved
in the same thread are packed together in a bigger hollow
circle using the circle packing algorithm [47]. When a user
hovers over a thread, a word cloud is displayed to help grasp
the key information of the thread. Semantically meaningful
keywords are extracted and selected based on RAKE [39]. The
color corresponds team member identity and the size indicates
keyword weight. For example, we can observe that words
of highest importance such as updated and related were
mentioned by one team member (green) on August 19, and
he/she seemed to be very active every day based on the size
and the number of the green circles across the whole month.

Figure 4. The Month View shows relationships among team members,
messages, and conversational threads. A word cloud is initiated when a
user hovers over a thread to summarize the key information.

The above color-coding of user identity, however, is not
scalable to channels with a large number of users. One possible
solution is to represent the top active users (e.g., top ten) with
colors and all the other users with a default color such as gray.
The goal here is to emphasize key players of a channel because
not all users are of the same importance for analysis.
Inspecting Weekly Conversations

To retrieve more details, a user can shift the exploration from
aggregations in the Month View to temporal dynamics and
contextual details of each conversational thread (R1, R2) in the
Week View (Figure 1(b)). As the intensity of team discussion
varies largely across time, understanding temporal patterns of
conversational threads is a critical analytical task (R3). Thus,
this view aims to answer users’ questions like “When did
the most intense discussion happen, and how did it go along
time,” “How team members were interacting with each other
in a conversation, such as who followed/replied whom,” and
“What were people mainly talking about?”
To address these issues, we develop a novel visual design,
ThreadPulse, to present individual conversational threads
in the Week View, inspired by the visual metaphor of an
electrocardiogram to reveal the “pulses” of a conversation.
Following the “Overview first, zoom and filter, details on
demand” mantra [41], ThreadPulse offers two different levels
of details for visualizing a conversation, coupled with user
interaction enabled in the Week View. In particular, as
shown in Figure 1(b), by default the Week View displays
conversational threads on each day with a coarse-level of
ThreadPulse (e.g., Tuesday, August 23; also see Figure 5(d)),
and a specific day can be expanded to reveal more details about
the threads with a fine-level of ThreadPulse (e.g., Wednesday,
August 24; also see Figure 5(c)). Moreover, a user can initiate
a time window, indicated as a red box on the right of the Week
View, to browse data at different timespans. This interaction
also affects the appearance of ThreadPulse. Details about the
design of ThreadPulse will be discussed below.
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Figure 5. The process of generating ThreadPulse. (a) An adaptive
binning approach divides the time frame into multiple N-minute time
slots (gray bars indicate message intensity values). (b) A volume chart
and a zig-zag curve is drawn to present message intensity across time.
(c) Messages are depicted as circles along the curve. (d) Keywords
of threads are placed on the side. (e) The coarse-level design of
ThreadPulse hides details such as keywords and the number of messages
in each time slot.

ThreadPulse Design

The goal of ThreadPulse is to simultaneously reveal overall
temporal trends of a conversational thread, as well as informative details of messages such as team members who created
them, message content, and sentiment. Also, we aim to address
the issues of wide ranges in message intensity and scalability.
The visual design of the fine-level ThreadPulse consists of
three subcomponents: 1) a background with a volume chart
and a thread curve, 2) a foreground with individual message
data, and 3) a side-area with keywords. The coarse-level
ThreadPulse only contains the first two subcomponents.
Step 1. To generate the background volume chart and curve,
we first apply an adaptive binning approach to divide messages
into equal time slots (Figure 5(a)). The time length (e.g., in
minutes) of time slots is determined dynamically based on the
available screen real estate. For example, if a user zooms in
(i.e., having more pixels) by brushing on the right of the Week
View, the number of minutes represented by each time slot
decreases, by keeping the pixel length of time slots as constant
at different zoom levels. After this, we draw a volume chart,
and construct a smooth curve along time in a zig-zag manner
(Figure 5(b)). The amplitude of the volume chart and the curve
is mapped to the message intensity across time. We choose
the curve design because it conveys the temporal continuity of
a thread better than a traditional histogram.
Step 2. To encode individual message data, we further draw
messages on top of the background. Messages are positioned
by the intersections between their timestamps and the curve.
In the fine-level design, each message is shown as a circle with
the color representing user identity or other quantities such as
sentiment (Figure 5(c)). In the coarse-level design, the corresponding curve segment is color-coded directly (Figure 5(e)).
In some cases, it is not possible to draw every message on the
curve when the number of messages is large in a time slot. We
employ message clustering and sampling in order to reduce
visual clutter. With instant chatting systems, users usually
post multiple quick messages in a short time T , for example,
“Sure!” immediately followed by another “Will do.” We group
these messages created by the same team member, and use
bigger circles to indicate such aggregated messages (with the
size corresponding to message number). Further, we rank the

messages within each time slot using RAKE [39], and only
show messages in the top-N of the ranked list when there is
not enough space to present all messages within that time slot.
The above parameters, T for clustering and N for sampling,
can be dynamically configured by a user on the Control Panel.
Step 3. For the fine-level ThreadPulse, we also show the extracted RAKE keywords of messages on the side (Figure 5(d)).
The vertical locations of the keywords are determined by a
force-directed layout method [8] to avoid collisions. Links
are drawn between keywords and corresponding messages
on the curve, which is a many-to-many relationship. This
allows users to discover important keywords and messages by
observing the links.
Arrangement of multiple threads. Once the ThreadPulse
representation is generated for each conversational thread of
one day, we place them on the corresponding day of the Week
View based on a greedy layout approach. We sort all the
threads by starting time and place them according to that order.
If a thread to be placed overlaps with ones that are already
drawn, we simply move it to the next column on the right,
otherwise we just place it in the same column (Figure 1(b)).
Iterative Design Process

We conducted the design of ThreadPulse through an iterative
process by working with our end users.
At first, we explored other design alternatives to present both
general temporal trends and detailed message data of a thread.
One candidate was the bee swarm chart, which closely packs
messages in each time slot without overlap (Figure 6(a)).
Although the bee swarm chart meets the requirements of
showing both overall and detailed information, it fails to reveal
the sequence of messages, which is critical for understanding
the context of conversations. Another option was the FluxFlow
plot [56], which depicts the information even more compactly
(Figure 6(b)). However, it has the same limitations as the
bee swarm chart, and it does not accurately convey message
timestamps due to circle packing.
Then, we came up with a curve-based design (Figure 6(c)).
Unlike the bee swarm chart and FluxFlow plot, it preserves
the continuity and sequence of messages, and encodes the
timestamps with vertical positions precisely. To generate the
curve, for each time slot, we select two points that the curve
needs to pass through, i.e., the top-left and the bottom-right
corners. However, this approach produces curves with too
many zig-zags. Finally, as shown in Figure 6(d), we reduced
the number of zig-zags by half via alternating between the
top-left & bottom-right corners and the top-right & bottomleft ones for consecutive time slots (hence there is one point
overlapping for every two neighboring slots). This design
strikes a balance between being concise and informative, as
well as an intuitive visual metaphor for conversations.
During the design process, we received much positive feedback from end users with ThreadPulse, compared with the
other two alternatives, for example, “This design [ThreadPulse] looks better because it shows a lot of information
and at the same time not that complicated.” However, some
users pointed out that it was not easy to perceive the message
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Figure 7. (a) The Year View of the dev channel in 2016. (b) The filtered
Year View after searching the keyword formula.
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Figure 6. Design alternatives for ThreadPulse showing the same thread
during the same time period. (a) A bee swarm chart. (b) The FluxFlow
plot. (c) An initial curve-based design. (d) The final curve-based design
used in ThreadPulse.

intensity with the amplitude of the curve. They also mentioned
that they would like to see a summary of the actual content of
threads, in addition to the temporal patterns. Therefore, based
on these comments, we further refined our design by adding
the volume chart and the keywords (Figure 5(d)).
Retrieving Messages and Manipulating Views

T-Cal provides the Detail Panel to allow users to verify findings
and inspect raw messages of interest (Figure 1(c)). The Detail
Panel is interactively synchronized with user interaction on
other panels. For example, when the Month or Week View is
loaded, it shows all messages within a month or a week. If
a user selects a conversational thread, the raw messages will
update accordingly.
Messages can also be retrieved by searching (e.g., by message
keywords or team member meta-data) and filtering (e.g., by
users) on the Control Panel (Figure 1(a)), in combination with
the main visualization (R4). Search results are interactively
reflected on the corresponding view in the Content Panel
(Figure 1(b)), thus offering a multi-scale search capability.
However, more advanced information retrieval techniques
should be integrated to fully meet the user requirements. But
this is out the scope of this paper. Further, the Control Panel
provides an entrance to the Year and Month Views, and allows
users to easily switch between different years and months,
as well as to select different teams. The Control Panel also
configures the visualizations such as message color encoding
scheme, and message clustering & sampling parameters.
VALIDATION WITH EXPERTS

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness and usefulness of T-Cal using two case studies with experts from
different domains. One involved two employees of the industry
research lab we closely worked with during the design process.
The other involved two teaching staff of a MOOC course at
a university, as a validation of T-Cal outside of the domain
where it was iteratively designed.

We conducted semi-structured interviews with our experts,
each lasting about one hour. During the interviews, we
first introduced the views and features of T-Cal using their
own datasets. Then, the experts took control to investigate
their data, during which they might ask questions about the
system. We instructed them to perform their tasks in a
think-aloud protocol. Finally, we discussed with the experts
about the insights gained during their exploration, as well as
the strengths and weaknesses of T-Cal. We took notes when
necessary and recorded the entire sessions for later analysis.
Analyzing Team Communication in the Enterprise
Expert Users and Dataset

In this case study, we contacted two employees of the team
with different job roles, including one product manager (PM)
who leads an engineering team, and one research scientist (RS)
who is involved in a research project.
We approached the two experts independently in different
interview sessions. Each of them was interested in a subset
of the Slack channels within the research lab. The chat
logs of all the channels of interests were captured from
June 2015 to May 2017. Specifically, the PM looked into
two channels regarding development (17, 095 messages) and
quality assurance (19, 452 messages) of one product, and
the RS inspected a channel dedicated to an on-going project
(3, 153 messages).
Interpreting Enterprise Messaging Data

The PM explored the development (named dev) and the quality
assurance (named qa) channels together, because these two
channels were highly related in support to the product that his
team worked on. Although T-Cal currently does not support
data comparison, he achieved his goal by easily launching two
instances of the system with different channels and placing
them side by side.
After opening the the Year View 2016 of the dev channel,
the PM searched for the keyword formula on the Control
Panel, because it was related to one of the critical product
features. The Year View updated accordingly, and he found
that this word frequently appeared in August, as observed from
the heatmap (Figure 7). The PM said, “We were intensively
working on a feature for a product in July and August 2016.”
Thus, he clicked August 2016 on both sides to get more
details (Figure 8(a) and (b)). By hovering over a thread on
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August 12 in the dev channel, he saw a keyword contest
in the word cloud (Figure 8(c)). Further, he saw the same
keyword appeared in the word cloud of another thread on
August 16 in the qa channel (Figure 8(d)). He commented,
“In August, we were developing the feature by checking out
the ‘contest’ (git branch). We discussed it in the dev channel
during development, and switched to the qa channel after we
ship the feature.” Similarly, the PM found several other cases
in which an initiation raised in the dev channel and later was
moved to the qa channel. He further added, “The system helps
me trace topic transitions across the two channels. We can
investigate how a topic or a feature evolved to reflect on the
efficiency of developing products.”
The RS was interested in exploring the team channel. She
explored the overall team activities of last year with the Year
View (Figure 3). She pointed to July 2016 that had darker
colors on the heatmap, and commented, “At the end of June,
we went to do field work, so that was probably a lot of
discussions. We sent messages back here to update people
on what we have done every day”. Then, November drew
her attention, where colors were darker in the first two weeks.
She said, “November was the time of a technology conference,
which was another busy time because we were preparing for a
talk in the conference”. She further added, “I feel that I am
connected to the data. The system is useful for doing some
reflection on our past activities.”
She also noticed August 2016 when lots of discussions
happened, where August 24 caught her eyes because there
were many high-volume threads, observed from the sizes of
circles. Thus, she entered the Week View and expanded that
day to inspect what happened (Figure 1(b)). She found a thread

containing a keyword ticket machine (highlighted in red
boxes in Figure 1), and said, “Showing keywords is a good
way of going through a thread. Ticket machine was talked
about a lot, because we were discussing whether to include
a feature or not. It is useful that the most important stuff is
highlighted.” In addition, the RS especially liked the design
of ThreadPulse, commenting: “The curve is intuitive and the
information it conveys is easy to understand. I think it is
pretty useful and clear.” To discover problems or conflicts that
emerged in the conversations, the RS switched the message
color encoding to sentiment (Figure 9). She discovered some
negative messages aligned along with neutral and positive
messages, observed from the color of the circles. She checked
each negative messages and found that they discussed one
pending function of their project (Figure 9(a) and (b)). Thus,
she commented, “Showing messages by sentiment can help
me quickly identify problems we discussed.”
Examining MOOC Study Groups
Expert Users and Dataset

For this case study, we interviewed two teaching staff at the
same time: one university professor (course instructor) and one
graduate student (teaching assistant), who released a MOOC
on Coursera [2] in summer 2017. Over 50 students from 24
unique countries signed up the course. In this course, students
were expected to finish a group project. To support distant
collaboration on group projects, they created a Slack group for
all students and a private channel for each team to facilitate
the real-time communication and document sharing.
Chat logs on Slack were captured during the course. At the
time of writing, 13 students from four teams had finished all
milestones and completed the course, and the final dataset
contained 7, 682 messages in total. Of particular interest, our
experts required a specific type of conversation disentangling
by categorizing messages into two main categories: courserelated discussions and casual chats. To achieve this, we
employed SeededLDA [38] to disentangle conversations by
using the seeded words provided by our experts.
Understanding Students’ Communication

The goal of our experts was to understand communication
patterns of individual teams and perform comparative analysis
among different teams. They tried to understand questions
such as “How do students overcome challenges such as freeriding and timezone differences in a group project,” and “Which
factors have effects on students’ collaboration?” From the
Year View of 2017 for different teams, they observed that all of
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Figure 11. Comparison of temporal patterns of conversational threads
between Team1 and Team2 in July. (a) Team1 worked in a synchronous
manner, (b) whereas Team2 collaborated asynchronously.

Figure 10. Monthly activities of Team1 and Team2 in July 2017. On
each day, the two circles represent a course-related thread (left) and a
casual-chat thread (right). (a) Team1 created course-related messages
and chat with similar volume every day. (b) Conversations in Team2
were mainly course-related.

them started the project at the end of June and ended in early
August. The instructor first selected Team1 and focused on
activities in July with the Month View (Figure 10(a)). Overall,
almost all course-related and chatting threads involved the
three team members, represented as blue, orange, and green
circles. The experts observed that each circle was of similar
size, indicating that the team members contributed evenly in
their group discussions. The teaching assistant noted, “We
did not receive any reports of freeriding in the weekly peer
evaluations during the course period. This diagram confirms
our knowledge with an intuitive presentation.”
Then the experts shifted the focus to the temporal trends of
each thread. The instructor selected one week (the week of
July 9, 2017) with many discussions to show it in the Week
View (Figure 11(a)). They found that almost all threads had
the highest conversation intensity during 15 : 00 and 18 : 00,
and few messages were created outside that time period, as
indicated by the amplitude of ThreadPulse. The instructor
said, “Due to time zone difference, this team seemed to develop
appropriate strategies to cope with timezone issues in the
collaboration.” She added, “It seems this team worked in a
synchronous way. I mean, all team members had a consensus
on the available time at the beginning of the project, and they
fixed the time for communication.”
Moreover, our experts were interested in comparing communication patterns between different teams. Hence, they
switched to Team2 and also inspected their activities in July
(Figure 10(b)). The instructor observed that some days
only had one thread, indicating that students either discussed

course-related content or just chatted together. For the days
with two threads, the message volumes of these threads were
quite different. By examining the content in the Detail Panel,
she found that most threads, especially represented with bigger
circles, were course-related, commenting: “Compared to
Team1, it is interesting that they have distinct conversation
styles. The pattern drives us to find the reason behind it.”
To further compare the temporal patterns of conversations of
this team to Team1, the instructor entered one week in July
(Figure 11(b)). With the Week View, she noticed that curve
segments with greater amplitude distributed across the day,
meaning that conversations happened throughout the day. “Oh,
this team applied asynchronous strategy to collaboration,” she
explained, “Each team member worked on the project on their
own schedule. So responses would be deferred until other
team members came online. The team did not tend to involve
every member in the communication at the same time, but only
those who were available.”
GENERAL FEEDBACK OF EXPERTS AND DISCUSSION

During our interviews, all experts showed great interests
in using T-Cal, and appreciated the insights found in their
data. Especially, the MOOC instructor commented, “These
stories allow us to understand the strategies teams used
to overcome the challenges of remote collaboration when
working in the MOOC. We could use this information to
provide design implications for future MOOC instructors and
students.” Although T-Cal was shown to be effective, we still
identified several limitations and issues from the interviews.
Here we report them and discuss possible solutions.
Support comparative analysis of multiple channels. The
PM and two MOOC experts performed a similar high-level
task of monitoring and comparing conversations across multiple channels. To be specific, the PM wanted to keep track of
several related channels for developing one product and the
MOOC experts desired to compare communication patterns
among multiple teams. Currently, they have to launch two
T-Cal applications and align them side by side to perform
the analysis. We plan to address this requirement using two

approaches. First, datasets from multiple channels can be
merged and encoded using the design in [5] for comparison.
Second, the presentation and interactive linking between two
channels can be supported with a side-by-side visualization.
Employ better approaches for conversation disentanglement. Both the RM and RS commented that the techniques
for disentangling conversations should be improved. When
observing the Week View shown in Figure 1(b), the RS noted,
“Does it imply that we were having four conversations at the
same time on August 24? It looks strange to me.” The problem
of conversation disentanglement is challenging due to the
complexity and variation of human languages [22]. Although
the analytical results are not satisfactory in some cases, the
limitation may be resolved when advanced natural language
processing techniques are proposed in the future. Also, the
T-Cal visualization is designed to work with any conversation
disentangling algorithm that is not our focus in this paper.
Facilitate the analysis of team collaboration. The RS
pointed out that the Month View could effectively reveal
conversational threads but not team collaborations (e.g., a
social network of team members). She commented, “I feel
some information about people is lost [in the Month View].
If I am concerned about whether some people are constantly
talking with each other, I need these people to be grouped to
show that they are forming some units. But currently, they are
grouped by threads.” To facilitate this analysis, T-Cal can be
augmented with node-link diagrams of team collaborations on
each day cell in the Month View. Users can switch between
the two representations based on their analytical goals.
Assist event-based exploration with context. The RS in the
first case study observed that a large number of messages
were created on August 24, 2016 (Figure 3), but she did not
remember what happened at that time. “It would be helpful if
T-Cal can link the Year View with my personal event calendar,
because this is a way to understand the context and get a
sense of what was going on,” she commented. Although not
supported currently, we argue that this feature can be easily
added with available calendar services. Further, in the Week
View, the RS wanted to conduct event-based analysis, such
as “when did the team members start to discuss one problem
and when was the problem solved?” To achieve this, some
event detection algorithms (e.g., [7]) can be employed, and
the detected events could be encoded visually in the views, for
example, using colored text labels as in Google Calendar.
Support conversational threads lasting across days. Experts’ feedback from the case studies implies that ThreadPulse
is intuitive and informative for presenting conversational
threads with both overall trends and detailed data. However,
with the current calendar-based design of T-Cal, ThreadPulse
cannot visualize threads across day boundaries. All experts
noted this issue during our interviews. But considering
ThreadPulse alone, it is applicable for showing conversations
with any time length. For the current Week View of T-Cal, an
easy way to accommodate multi-day threads is to employ user
interaction for linking related threads on consecutive days.

STUDY LIMITATIONS AND GENERALIZATION

One limitation of our design study is the sample size, as we
only involved six participants in the requirement gathering and
four experts in the evaluation based on a qualitative method.
While they are from different domains and in various job roles,
thus covering a range of our end users, a long-term deployment
study is needed to further collect users’ feedback. Such a study
will allow us to assess interface efficacy and discover deeper
insights about the usage of T-Cal in real-life settings [42].
It is worth noting that although T-Cal is designed for visual
analytics of team messaging platforms, the system can be
applied to visualizing other online communication systems,
such as emails, forums, and blog posts. Many aspects of
T-Cal, such as the calendar-based approach for multi-scale
visual exploration, remain useful for general applications. For
example, the Year View can display a heatmap of other factors
of interests in the particular application domain, or employ
other visual designs, such as glyphs for showing network
patterns of asymmetric relations [12]. The Month View can be
augmented with node-link diagrams for visualizing dynamic
social networks of members varying over days.
In addition, the ThreadPulse can be extended to visualize the
temporal distribution and details of datasets containing items
with temporal information. For example, in event sequence
data analysis, ThreadPulse can be applied to visualize general
trends of a sequence as well as detailed information of
individual events, such as event type. To be specific, one circle
represents one event, and event type can be encoded with color.
The keywords can then depict the contextual information of
an event sequence.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented T-Cal, an interactive visualization for
assisting the analysis of team communication and collaboration. T-Cal displays the conversation data captured in team
messaging platforms in multiple scales with a calendar-based
visualization. We have also introduced ThreadPulse for
showing conversational threads in multiple levels of detail. By
involving expert users, we derived a set of design requirements
and iteratively refined the system in a three-stage design process. For evaluation, we reported two case studies to illustrate
the effectiveness and usefulness of T-Cal with realistic datasets
in two different applications.
In the future, we plan to pursue the comparative analysis of
conversation data from two teams. Moreover, we want to
focus on the event-based analysis in data, e.g., understanding
when a problem was proposed, how it evolved, and when it
was solved, by integrating other sources of data. Finally, we
plan to further evaluate T-Cal in different application domains
and conduct a long-term deployment study.
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